
Clinical trajectory of atrial fibrillation patients: 
a Nationwide study of 5.6 million individuals

Background: The detailed clinical trajectory of patients with atrial
fibrillation (AF) on the Health System is not known. A clear
understanding of the events pre and post AF diagnosis and the
interactions with the Health System would allow the identification of
groups at risk and opportunities for effective health care interventions.

Aim: To investigate the incidence, comorbidity, hospitalisations pre and
post incident AF, mortality, cause of death, and vulnerable populations
of AF on a nationwide dataset.

Methods: To study the AF incidence, mortality and case-fatality, we
implemented a longitudinal cohort study with the linked electronic
health records of a 5.6 million population nationwide dataset from 1998
to 2016. A matched case-control study was used to investigate causes of
hospitalisation, GP visits and death comparing individuals with and
without incident AF.
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Results: Population AF incidence rates at 1st year, 5th year and 10th year of follow-up
were 0.23% (95% confidence interval: 0.22%, 0.23%), 1.28% (95% CI: 1.27%, 1.29%), and
3.12% (95% CI: 3.11%, 3.14%). Increased risk of hospitalisation for ischaemic heart
disease or heart failure was present among patients who later develop AF. Following an
AF diagnosis, patients were frequently admitted to the hospital for ischemic heart
disease, heart failure, lower respiratory tract infection and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease. One in 5 AF patients died during the first year after diagnosis, and
the mortality increased to 42.7% at the 5th year. The excess deaths compared AF cases
to controls may be resulting from cardiovascular diseases, infection and metabolic
disorders. Novel associations (e.g. cataracts and fracture of the head of the femur both
significantly less frequent in AF patients) suggest novel pathways worth exploring for
better understanding of this arrhythmia. Individuals from areas with higher deprivation
in socioeconomic and living status had both higher AF incidence and fatality.

Conclusions: We report a significant heterogeneity in AF predisposition, progression
and disease burden in the population. Focused interventions are recommended for
early diagnosis, comorbidity management, and strengthening AF prevention and care
for individuals who are vulnerable or living in high deprivation areas.
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